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Time Required for 

Workshop (in minutes) 

60 minutes 

Materials PowerPoint presentation; Script; Workbook; 3-2-1 Exercise (Ticket out the Door); White board or Flip 

board; Dry erase markers; Markers; Highlighters; Pens; Statistics  

Technology Computer/Laptop; Projector 

Special Considerations  

 

Outcomes  Participants will be better equipped to educate youth who have experienced or are experiencing 

Adverse Childhood Experiences. 

 

Assessments N/A 
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 Facilitator Displays Facilitator Says Facilitator Does and/or 

Distributes 

1  

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
  

In today’s education system there is an immediate need to inform 

teachers and those who work with children who are experiencing or 

who have experienced Adverse Childhood Experiences.  If we don’t 

realize that Adverse Childhood Experiences are affecting the youth 

on our campus then we can’t educate them or get to the root of the 

behavior problems that are causing issues at school.    

 

We have been trained by Marcia Stanton who works for Phoenix 

Children’s Hospital.  She is Arizona’s expert on Adverse Childhood 

Experiences.  We work closely with Marcia as members of her 

grassroots organizations Adverse Childhood Experiences 

Consortium and “Creating Trauma Sensitive Schools”.     

 

You have been given a workbook to accompany today’s training.  

In the workbook you will find several resources including statistical 

information to help you become more knowledgeable on.   

Adverse Childhood Experiences. 

Facilitator Note: 
- We will chunk by 

objective and go over your 

TOT binder.  Materials 

will also be available to 

you that pertain to your 

specific zip code and 

school district.  

- This is a trainer of trainer 

course where you will be 

able to take what you have 

learned and deliver it to 

your district and/ or 

schools.  

 

Facilitator Note:  
Refer Participants to their 

Workbook  

2 

 

Facilitator Says: 

 

MCESA is the Maricopa County Education Service Agency. At 

MCESA we listen to educators to understand their challenges and 

then collaborate with diverse groups to create solutions to those 

challenges. At MCESA we believe there is hope for system change. 
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3 

 
 

 

Facilitator Says:  

Today’s professional development training is not going to be an 

interactive session, but instead very informative.  This is designed 

to give you information that will provide you with insight to a 

serious issue that is plaguing the youth in Arizona.   

Our purpose today isn’t to give kids an “out” for failing grades and 

poor behavior, but rather give educators knowledge so that you are 

able to be better equipped to educate youth who have experienced 

or are experiencing Adverse Childhood Experiences.   

 

Read the objectives on the slide 
 

 

Sub-objective #1 (time) Understand the Adverse Childhood Experiences Study and know why it is important 

4 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
The Adverse Childhood Experiences Study is one of the largest 

investigations ever conducted to assess the association between 

childhood maltreatment and later-life health and well-being.  The 

study is a collaboration between Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention and Kaiser Permanente’s Health Appraisal Clinic in 

San Diego.  

 

Between 1995-1997, Kaiser Permanente began looking at the cause 

of obesity in middle class, middle aged people in La Jolla, 

California.  The questioned remained, why do some people gain 

weight and some people lose weight- which gave way to a research 

study involving 17,000 adults.  This study ultimately analyzed the 
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relationship between childhood trauma and social and health 

consequences later in life.   

 

5 

 

Facilitator Says: 

I’m curious to know how many of you have heard of the Adverse 

Childhood Experiences Study?   

Please turn to pages 1 and 2 in your workbook.  You will find the 

10 question Adverse Childhood Experiences Study. These questions 

refer to an individual’s childhood from birth through age 17. Please 

take a few minutes to complete the study or look over the questions.  

When you are done answering the questions, you can tally your 

Adverse Childhood Experiences Score at the bottom. 

Activity: (give participants a few minutes to complete the 

questionnaire) 

Facilitator Says: A very important disclaimer to make at this point 

is that this questionnaire is never to be given to students.  The 

reason that we handed it out to you today is so that you can have an 

idea of what the Adverse Childhood Experiences Study looks like 

and what it assesses.  Handing it out to kids and asking them to take 

it could potentially re-traumatize a child. The only people who 

should ever give an Adverse Childhood Experiences Study are 

licensed professionals who are trained on trauma. 

Facilitator Note: 

Refer participants to page 

1 and 2 in workbook 

 

 

6 

 

Facilitator Note: An option would be to share your Adverse 

Childhood Experiences score or share a story about someone who 

has an Adverse Childhood Experiences score who is thriving.  See 

resource guide for a sample story if you don’t have one.   

Facilitator Says: 

We are about to dive into statistics and data.  It’s easy when you 

look at numbers to lose sight of why we are here today. 

You just came up with your Adverse Childhood Experiences Score.  

I don’t know your score and I won’t ask you to share it. I will tell 

Facilitator Note:  

Refer participants to page 

3 of their workbook 

 

Optional Teaching 

Strategy: 

An option would be to 

share your ACEs score or 

share a story about 
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 you that an Adverse Childhood Experiences Score of 3 is easy to 

get… your parents were divorced, one parent was an alcoholic or 

abused prescription medications, maybe another was depressed, and 

perhaps you had a parent who didn’t physically harm you but 

screamed, yelled, belittled you all the time.  

A child’s Adverse Childhood Experiences Score doesn’t necessarily 

determine his or her future.  It very easily can, without supports in 

place.  So as we look at the data on the next few slides I want you to 

remember that this is data- it’s a predictor, not a guarantee of how a 

child’s life will turn out.  

  

Some of the key outcomes discovered in the original study were:  

1) Adverse Childhood Experiences are very common, 66% of 

participants had at least one Adverse Childhood Experience 

2) As the Adverse Childhood Experience score increases so 

does the risk of numerous health and social problems 

throughout life.  These health and social problems are not 

randomly distributed across the population.  For example:  

Addictions are highly correlated to experiences in 

childhood; 97% of adult alcoholics had history of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences. 

 

 

someone who has an ACEs 

score who is thriving.  See 

resource guide for a 

sample story if you don’t 

have one.   

 

TOT additional resource: 
Research Article- 

Relationship of Childhood 

Abuse and Household 

Dysfunction to Many of the 

Leading Causes of Death 

in Adults 

 

 

Optional Teaching Ideas:  

Facilitator may share a 

story about someone with 

a high ACE score who is 

thriving.  
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Facilitator Says: 
Let’s get a little deeper into the findings.  If you will turn to page 3 

of your workbook you can follow along with me as we look at the 

next 3 slides.   

 

The following ratios are based on a cross-section of 100 people.  

The key findings of the study are that stressful or traumatic 

experiences lead to increased risk of unhealthy behaviors, risk of 

violence or re-victimization, disease, disabilities and premature 

mortality.  

 

Here you will see 33% report no Adverse Childhood Experiences.  

These adults showed few, if any, risk factors for disease that are 

common causes of death in the U.S.   

(Read stats from slide)  

 

Facilitator Notes: 

Refer participants to page 

3 of the workbook 

 

8 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
For those adults who had at least 1 ACE present there was an 87% 

chance that at least one other ACE was present and a 50% chance 

that there were 3 present.   

 

(Read stats from slide) 
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Facilitator Says: 

• At 4 Adverse Childhood Experiences there were multiple 

risk factors for chronic diseases or disease themselves (it 

seems that 4 is the tipping point- at 4 you are considered to 

have a high ACE score)  

    - People who score a 4 or more compared with people with zero 

Adverse Childhood Experiences: 

    - 1 in 6 as likely to be Smokers 

    - 1 in 6 more likely Alcoholic 

    - 1 in 30 more likely to use IV street drugs 

    - 1 in 6 has heart disease 

    - 1 in 5 more likely Attempt Suicide 

 

Some additional statistics that are scary for our youth are that, there 

is a  

    - 240% greater risk of Hepatitis 

    - 240% higher risk Sexually-Transmitted Disease 

• At 6 or more there was a possibility of a 20 year decrease in 

life expectancy 

 

 

Sub-objective #2 (time) Understand how Arizona ranks compared to the US when it comes to ACEs score 

10 

 

Facilitator says:  
So, how does Arizona compare to the United States?  

If you turn to page 5 in your workbook you will see a snapshot of 

how Arizona compares to the US.  When it comes to Adverse 

Childhood Experiences, Arizona ranks significantly higher than 

most of the states in the US.  

These findings and data presented on the following slides are based 

on a telephone survey done by The National Survey of Children’s 

Facilitator Notes:  

Refer participants to page 

5 in their workbook 

 

Source: 

http://www.childtrends.org

/wp-

content/uploads/2014/07/B
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 Health. Because this survey was a phone survey directly to homes 

and parents, this survey excluded questions about maltreatment or 

neglect.  

 

So what did the survey find? 

rief-adverse-childhood-

experiences_FINAL.pdf 

11 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
So let’s look even more closely at Arizona.   

(Facilitator reads slide) 

 

 

12 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 

Ethnic minority children have a disproportionately higher share of 

Adverse Childhood Experiences.  It is estimated that Arizona 

minority children have 6 or more Adverse Childhood Experiences. 
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Facilitator says: 
To give you some perspective, Arizona kids with 5 or more Adverse 

Childhood Experiences would fill University of Phoenix Stadium 

 

There are an estimated 69,213 have 5+ Adverse Childhood 

Experiences  

 

 

14 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
Which is also equal to the population of Flagstaff. 

So we have talked about Arizona as a whole.  Now let’s look at a 

epidemic that is facing Arizona.  Did you know that Arizona is one 

of the leading states when it comes to the number of youth involved 

in the juvenile justice system and child welfare system?   

 

 

15 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
Our foster care system has  

- Reported more than 50% of kids experienced 4 or more Adverse 

Childhood Experiences by the time of contact with child welfare 

- More than 90% referred to child welfare have experienced 1 or 

more Adverse Childhood Experiences 

 

In December 2015, Arizona had over 17,000 youth involved in the 

foster care system and is growing by over a 1,000 a month.  

 

Source:  

Nat’l Survey Child and 

Adolescent Well-Being 

(NSCAW), No. 20: 

Adverse Child Experiences 

in NSCAW, 2013) 
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Facilitator Says: 

• Any number of factors can contribute to a person becoming 

involved in the criminal justice system, including a history 

of trauma or victimization. 

• Research shows that while up to 34% of children in the 

United States have experienced at least one traumatic event, 

between 75 and 93 percent of youth entering the juvenile 

justice system annually in this country are estimated to have 

experienced some degree of trauma. 

• SEE HANDOUT (FACT Sheet: Adverse Childhood 

Experiences and the Well-Being of Adolescents)  

Turn to page 6 in your workbook.  You will find a few statistics that 

we will be going over during the next two slides.  Please feel free to 

take additional notes. 

Maricopa County has the largest juvenile justice system.  The study 

reported by Measure of America, in 2013 found that out of the 

nation’s top 25 largest metropolitan cities Phoenix ranks number 

one for having the largest number of disconnected youth.  A 

disconnected youth is defined as anyone 16-24 who does not have a 

job or is enrolled in school. The national average is 1:7.  Phoenix 

average is 1:5, some areas in Phoenix are 1:3.  The disconnected 

population costs an aggregate economic loss of over $127 billion 

dollars over their lifetime.   

Source:  

http://www.measureofamerica.org/one-in-seven/ 

(If presenting to an elementary school or middle school) 

Facilitator Says: While this is not the age group that you teach, in 

order to prevent youth from ending up disconnected, we need to 

start reaching them now.  It is never too late to start working with 

these youth, but early intervention is key.  

 

 

http://www.measureofamerica.org/one-in-seven/
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Facilitator Says: 

So what is the economic impact of Adverse Childhood 

Experiences?  Were you aware that the Arizona Department of 

Education reports that 22 percent of Arizona 9th graders will not 

finish high school?  What’s more startling is by 2018 more than 60 

percent of jobs in AZ will require some post-secondary education.   

Why does everyone need to be concerned about the dropout rate? 

Because, if youth who dropout of school are costing Arizona 

taxpayers $7.6 Billion dollars over their lifetime then this is a 

problem affecting all of us.  This figure includes; lost earnings, 

increased healthcare and crime related costs, low economic 

productivity, and lost tax revenue. 

  

We’ve discussed where Arizona falls nationally, but where does 

your community fall when it comes to Adverse Childhood 

Experiences?  

  

 

 

Additional Resources:  

See the handout: The Price 

of ACEs: Hurting lives and 

our economy” 

Sub-objective #3(time) Understand the need for Adverse Childhood Experiences training in their zip code 

18 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
Where do you think your zip code ranks in terms of referrals to the 

juvenile justice system within Maricopa county?   

 

(allow a few moments for reflection/discussion) 

 

((Click)) 85225 has the highest number of referrals to the juvenile 

justice system of any zip code in Maricopa County.  

 

Facilitator Notes: 

Source: FY2013 Maricopa 

County Juvenile Probation 

Data Book  

 

Data can be customized to 

your zip code and school 

district by referring to this 

data book which can be 
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found online.  

19 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
If you want to look at the referrals of the youth in 85225 this slide 

gives a breakdown of what offenses juveniles committed.   

 

 

Facilitator Note: 
Source: FY2013 Maricopa 

County Juvenile Probation 

Department Data book  

 

20 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 

This slide shows the school data based on the district where the 

youth was living, but not necessarily attending at the time of the 

incident. 

Public Peace- alcohol consumption, disorderly conduct, presenting 

false information, trespassing 

Status Offenses- these are offenses that only crimes because the 

youth are underage.  An example of these offenses are: curfew 

violations, truancy, runaways, incorrigibility 

 

We are presenting you with this data for a reason.  Our goal is to 

open your eyes to a serious problem in Arizona.  We know that 

Arizona ranks low when it comes to education.  You now know that 

Arizona ranks high when it comes to children with Adverse 

Childhood Experiences and you know that children in this 

community are committing crimes at alarming rates.  We want to 

give you a different perspective.  We want to empower you with 

knowledge to help you look at these children through a different 

lens. 

Facilitator Note: 
Source: FY2013 Maricopa 

County Juvenile Probation 

Department Data book  
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Sub-objective #4 (time) Understand risk factors of the Adverse Childhood Experiences score and its implications 

21 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 

We all took the Adverse Childhood Experiences risk factor 

questionnaire; now let’s look back at it a little more closely.  You 

can divide the risk factors into 2 general categories- Child 

maltreatment, and Family/Household dysfunction. You will see this 

chart on page 7 in your workbook. 

Under the abuse and neglect category you have physical and 

emotional abuse, sexual abuse, and emotional and physical neglect. 

Under the household dysfunction category you have alcohol and 

drug abuse, an incarcerated parent, mental instability, violence, and 

divorced parents. 

I want us all to take a minute and close our eyes.  What could a 

child’s home life with a high Adverse Childhood Experiences Score 

look like?  What is a typical night at home look life for them?  What 

does dinner time look like? Bedtime? Typical interactions with 

family members? How do they feel inside? On page 8 there is space 

to write down how a child might behave if they were exposed to this 

type of environment. 

(give them a minute to visualize and reflect)  

 

Let’s share out what we pictured(popcorn out) 

 

Ok, it’s the next morning and let’s say Johnny comes to school.  

How is Johnny likely to behave at school? (popcorn out) 

  

When a child experiences these types of risk factors at home these 

Facilitator Notes:  

Refer Participants to page 

7 and 8 of their workbooks  
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can manifest into noticeable behaviors that you will most likely see 

and have to manage on your campus and in your classroom.  

 

22 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
What is important for you to take away today is that the discipline 

problems that are occurring in the classroom and on campus are not 

the core problem.  The core problem lies within the Adverse 

Childhood Experiences that youth are experiencing.  How these 

youth are coping with the problem is coming out in their behaviors.  

This does not mean that you excuse their behavior or lower your 

expectations; actually doing so will only make things worse.   

(Read the slide)  
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Facilitator Says: 
Children aren’t born with coping strategies.  If they don’t have an 

adult that teaches them healthy coping skills they will seek relief 

any way they can. We see children earlier and earlier seeking relief 

through (read the slide)  

Especially as children become teenagers they become much more 

independent and will turn to much more risky behaviors in efforts to 

seek relief.  This is when many turn to some of these almost 

successful ways.  The likelihood a teen will begin drinking alcohol 

at age 14 dramatically increases with each Adverse Childhood 

Experiences.   

Facilitator Note:  
Emphasis the concept of “almost”… it isn’t a permanent solution, 

it’s temporary relief, it makes them numb for a brief moment- 

frequency goes up because they want to feel that temporary relief 

more often. 

“High Risk Activities” are adrenalin producing activities and not 

referring to organized sports.  
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Facilitator Says: 
Not only do Adverse Childhood Experiences have health 

consequences, but they prevent a child from being able to be 

socially appropriate, learn, and process decision making and 

consequences.  It is a fact that toxic stress and Adverse Childhood 

Experiences have severe impact on brain development that can 

impede a child’s future.  

As educators, it’s crucial to acquire a firm understanding of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences, as they are the greatest single predictor for 

Health, Attendance and Behavior.  In addition, Adverse Childhood 

Experiences are the second strongest predictor (after special 

education status), for Academic Failure. 

“It is fact not opinion that “Toxic Stress/ACE’s” has a severe 

impact on the brain development and a person’s future.  It is a 

strong predictor with negative outcomes without the 

intervention of a positive adult relationship(s).” Jim Sporleder 

 

 

Sub-objective #5 Understand the impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences on children and identify protective 

factors 

25 

 

Facilitator Says: 

We know that these Adverse Childhood Experiences are going to 

have an effect on children’s ability to learn.  So what will it look 

like in our classrooms? On page 9 of your workbook you will see a 

list of behaviors and responses some kids might exhibit. 

Stress impacts children in many harmful ways, whether that is 

socially, psychologically, or academically.  Some examples are: 

- Short attention span 

Facilitator Note: 

Refer Participants to page 

9 in their workbooks for 

activity 
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 - Struggle learning which might cause a student to fall behind in 

school  

- Respond to world as constant danger, this could look like the child 

who is always picking fights with kids- even ones that are his 

friends 

- Distrustful of adults 

- Unable to develop healthy peer relationships 

- Feel failure and despair 

Work with your table group to come up with additional behaviors 

and responses that you might see on your campus.  

(Allow for time to work as a group)  
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Facilitator Says: 
Here’s an interesting fact - Children who have experienced four or 

more Adverse Childhood Experiences are three times as likely to 

take ADHD medication when compared with children with less 

than four Adverse Childhood Experiences.    

As educators we are quick to want to refer kids for special 

education testing to jump to the conclusion that a child has ADHD.  

But what if we stopped and thought about the big picture for a 

moment.  What if stopped thinking “What is wrong with you?” and 

started thinking “What happened to you?”  

 

Facilitator Note: 
Source: Ruiz "How 

Childhood Trauma Could 

Be Mistaken for ADHD", 

The Atlantic, 7 July 2014 

 

http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/07/how-childhood-trauma-could-be-mistaken-for-adhd/373328/
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/07/how-childhood-trauma-could-be-mistaken-for-adhd/373328/
http://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2014/07/how-childhood-trauma-could-be-mistaken-for-adhd/373328/
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Facilitator Says: 
When it comes to behavior, unfortunately there are several 

assumptions that many people reach for in order to make sense of a 

child’s demeanor.  Some of those assumptions are: 

- Kids are acting exactly as their history has wired them to 

act.  How many times have we said “The apple doesn’t fall 

far from the tree?”  

- Kids can control always control their behaviors 

- Most people aren’t strong enough to overcome their 

environment 

In reality, kids who are experiencing Adverse Childhood 

Experiences may be in survival mode and they are adapting so they 

can survive.  They are in fight, flight, or freeze.  This isn’t all kids 

who are acting up, but as educators we need to take a look at the 

whole child and figure out which child is facing these Adverse 

Childhood Experiences and how can we create an environment that 

is supportive.   

 

 

28 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
Because… very much like the spread of a virus, without an 

interruption or an intervention, Adverse Childhood Experiences will 

spread. We see generational poverty, generational physical and 

emotional abuse, and generational acceptance of violence within 

gang rivalry.  So what can we do?  
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Facilitator Says: 
Hope comes when we have a better understanding of Adverse 

Childhood Experiences so we are better responders and therefore 

reduce judgment and when we understand Adverse Childhood 

Experiences are not a child’s destiny. 

 

 

30 

 
 

Facilitator Says: 
As teachers and a leadership teams, we can’t control what happens 

once a youth leaves our campus.  However, when they are on our 

campus, we do have the ability to make a difference when it comes 

to reducing the effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences.   

We can do this by providing protective factors for our children.   

(Read the slide)   
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Facilitator Says: 

(Read the slide) 

Today’s goal was to give you information on Adverse Childhood 

Experiences. We presented a lot of information today.  This training 

didn’t provide practical information on how to start working with 

these youth.  This training was meant to be informative and begin to 

open your eyes and help you start to see these youth with a different 

lens.   
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Facilitator Says:  

Our goal is to build education capacity to support school climate 

and youth development by offering a series of professional 

development courses.  

You have completed the first course.   
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Facilitator Says:  

Our next training is on Trauma Informed Practice.  In that training 

you will learn how experiences might be traumatic.  We will also 

begin to establish how your school can become a Trauma Informed 

School by Realizing, Recognizing, Responding, and avoiding Re-

Traumatizing students.   
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Facilitator Says: 

This course will build on Trauma Informed Practice and delve into 

the Protective Factors of providing youth with a caring and 

supportive community where high expectations are the norm and 

there are opportunities for meaningful relationships with adults and 

peers.  
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Facilitator Says:  

Following Resiliency we invite schools to our Motivational 

Interviewing course which will give educators the tools to empower 

youth to change their own behavior by using evidence-based 

techniques.  This course will be broken down into two TOT courses.  

The first will provide an overview, stages of change, and introduce 

the strategies.  The second course will go deeper into the strategies 

and implementation. 
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Facilitator Says:  

As you think about the upcoming MCESA trainings and the 

information you have gained today around Adverse Childhood 

Experiences, take a moment to think about your potential next steps 

as a teacher, leader, school, and district.  

 

37 

 
 

Facilitator Says:  

Thank you for being a wonderful audience.  If you have any 

questions on Adverse Childhood Experiences or any of the 

upcoming training topics please let us know.   
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Facilitator Says:  

We welcome feedback and want to be your educational partner.  If 

there is anything that we can help you with please don’t hesitate to 

contact us.   

 

 


